
For retail pricing or further information please send your  requirements to info@juleo-vertrieb.de.

Further informationen on our homepage: www-blondine-brunette-beer.com or on           www.facebook.com/Blondine.Brunette.Craft.Beer

20-flask Case

BLONDINE Hand-crafted Beer
Contents per case: 20 flasks of 0,33 liters

2-flask Gift-Box Set

BLONDINE & BRUNETTE  Beer Hand-crafted 
Contents per set: 2 flasks of 0,33 liters

Magnum 1,5 liters flask or Double-Magnum
3 Liter flask 

BLONDINE & BRUNETTE  Beer Magnum or Double-Magnum 
Contents per flask: 1,5 or 3 Liter

BRUNETTE Hand-crafted Beer
Contents per case: 20 flasks of 0,33 liters

LIMITED

EDITION

BLONDINE & BRUNETTE BEER 
are quality refreshments with class!

Our Selection

20-flask Case

BLONDINE Beer: pure as a diamond - combining natural
ingredients and an exotic touch, BLONDINE Beer tempts 
the senses – fresh, lively, herbal, yet always elegant; 
ideal as an apertif or welcome drink.

BRUNETTE Beer: Equally pleasing in it’s own right, 
BRUNETTE’s characteristic strength and spice offer the 
connoisseur a shade of ebony and a thrilling malt 
sensation; ideal to complement a dessert.
                     



** We understand the nuances of exquisite taste and recognize that our 
customers are looking for something unique. To be the first to discover 
something special is a common challenge - for the host to offer their 
guests or for the guest to bring as a gift - something which will please 
and excite it’s recipient at the same time.

* What makes BLONDINE & BRUNETTE BEER so special is that it is brewed 
with an open fermentation process using a sparkling wine yeast grown with an open fermentation process using a sparkling wine yeast grown 
exclusively for BLONDINE & BRUNETTE BEER at the Weihenstephan exclusively for BLONDINE & BRUNETTE BEER at the Weihenstephan 
University in Bavaria.University in Bavaria. The yeast is grown using only the purest Bavarian 
springwater, all-natural ingredients, and finest hops in Germany.
Differentiating our selection from beer brewed with conventional/
traditional beer yeast. 

* By using nature’s finest ingredients, the beer maintains a refreshing 
and fruity accentfruity accent that is classic and one-of-a-kind. Compared to other 
products, little carbonation in both the light and dark variations yields a 
subtle but harmonious and delightful treat to your senses.harmonious and delightful treat to your senses.

* Embodied in * Embodied in premium 0,33 l champagne-flasks, BLONDINE & BRUNETTE champagne-flasks, BLONDINE & BRUNETTE 
BEER BEER are presented in the high quality packaging they rightfully deserve. 
Limited edition Magnum and Double-Magnum fLimited edition Magnum and Double-Magnum flasks as well as wooden 
gift-box crates are available. 

Excellence Taste for 
demanding connoisseurs

Highest quality compliant with the 
Bavarian brewing law for purity

Matured over time, brewed with love, 
BLONDINE & BRUNETTE BEER represent 
highest quality.

EXCELLENCE HAS A NAME  

* An alcohol content of 5,8 % has been defined with purpose and intent to 
reflect quality.

* The content has a shelf-life of 2 yearsshelf-life of 2 years after the flask is filled.

* These products are the result of the German, specifically the Bavarian specifically the Bavarian 
brewery trade and processbrewery trade and process, offering pure and natural products - setting us 
apart from craft-beer hype. The result of this artistic process originates in a 
small private brewery near Lake Chiemsee/Bavaria

* The flasks can be cooled in ice-buckets without damage to the labellabel, thanks 
to the screen printing processscreen printing process conducted directly on the flask. Just one of the 
multiple benefits of such a fine quality product that your guests and you as a 
host can appreciate.

* Made with talent, time, and precision* Made with talent, time, and precision, these are not mass-produced 
products available anywhere or anytime. Our beer is brewed in small portions  small portions 
and thus, could require additional time to complete an order. The yeast 
cultures often require additional time and patience to ensure that the flavors 
unite to achieve the highest quality products you will grow to expect.
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